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Heavy-Duty Design Ensures High Firmness and Reliability 
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The enhanced drive shaft features stronger torsion resistance and more stable and more 

reliable drive. 

Powerful engine

Enhanced drive shaft 

The Cummins electronic control, direct injection, 

turbocharged, low emission, strong power. 

The split transmission and torque converter system, single-turbine three-element torque 

converter, and AMT full-automatic electronic control transmission feature simple structure 

and higher reliability. 

The full-hydraulic maintenance-free wet-type drive axle 

equipped features fast response, stable braking, and high 

safety and reliability. 

The drive axle is equipped with forced radiator system to 

forcibly cool the friction plates of wet-type brake and 

effectively prolong the service life of axle. 

Power and drive system

Power and drive systems of remarkable quality Power and drive systems of remarkable quality Power and drive systems of remarkable quality 

turbocharge

turbocharged engine features high torque reserve coefficient, turbocharged engine features high torque reserve coefficient, turbocharged engine features high torque reserve coefficient, 

energy-saving, environment-friendliness, and strong power. energy-saving, environment-friendliness, and strong power. energy-saving, environment-friendliness, and strong power. 

The double-row tapered roller bearings are adopted for the 

upper and lower hinge pins of front and rear frames, 

featuring high carrying capacity and high stability and 

reliability. 

Through the finite element analysis 

and optimization, the front and rear 

frames feature reasonable layout, 

high stiffness, and strong overload 

resistance and are resistant to the 

torsions and impacts under various 

working conditions. 

Firm frame and working device 

The working device is design optimized to the maximum 

extent and is made of high strength steel plates to ensure 

high firmness and durability. 



Low emission and low fuel consumption 

High efficiency drive system

High efficiency hydraulic system 

High efficiency working device 

Short working cycle

Environment-Friendliness,

Energy-Saving, and High Efficiency 

The stange III engine equipped features low emission, 

energy-saving, and environment-friendliness. 

The high torque engine works together with high capacity 

torque converter to ensure maximum efficiency and greatly 

reduce the fuel consumption. 

The model 1200 is equipped with split transmission and 

torque converter system and AMT full-automatic 

electronic control transmission with four-forward and 

four-reverse gears, featuring high power transmission 

efficiency. 

The large diameter clutch works together with gears to 

ensure high torque resistance and higher working 

efficiency. 

The load-sensing variable technology is adopted to supply pressure and flow depending 

on the working needs, to reduce the fuel consumption by 15%. 

The lightweight design is adopted for the 

working device to reduce the fuel 

consumption by 5%. 

The limit sensing mechanism

The electro-hydraulic proportional joystick equipped 

realizes light operations and greatly improves the 

working efficiency. 

With up to 40° hinge angle, model 1200 loaders 

features stronger site adaptability, shorter running 

distance, higher working efficiency, and lower 

working cost. 

The limit sensing mechanism 

The limit sensing mechanism with angle memory The limit sensing mechanism with angle memory The limit sensing mechanism with angle memory The limit sensing mechanism with angle memory The limit sensing mechanism with angle memory 

function is equipped to realize more accurate function is equipped to realize more accurate 

limit during lifting and dumping, greatly reduce limit during lifting and dumping, greatly reduce 

the repetitive operations, and achieve higher the repetitive operations, and achieve higher 

working efficiency while lowering the working working efficiency while lowering the working 
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New FOPS&ROPS pressurized cab 

Human-Oriented and High Comfort and Safety 

The silicone oil shock absorbers are adopted to connect the cab with the frame to realize 

the flexible vibration transmission and greatly reduce the jitter within the cab. 

The all-new modeling of the cab realizes large space, broad visual field, and good sealing 

performance. 

The high power heating and air conditioning system with intelligent temperature control 

and the pressurized cab provide a super-quiet and dust-free comfortable operating 

environment with appropriate temperature to you. 

The noise around ears of operator is ≤75dB (A)

Implement controls are integrated into the right armrest so they move with the operator. 

Reversing camera system 

The reversing camera system is equipped to reduce the 

rearview blind zones and improve the working safety. 
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Dual-circuit full-hydraulic wet-type brake system 

The brake system adopts two independent hydraulic circuits so that, if one hydraulic circuit 

is malfunctioned, the other hydraulic circuit can still apply the braking to further improve the 

safety.

The integral structure and built-in framework of the cab protect the cab against rollover and 

falling objects. 

The steering column is adjustable vertically and 

longitudinally to adapt to different operators. 

The air cushioned composite control seats are easily 

adjustable in vertical and longitudinal directions to 

realize comfortable and safe operations. 



Ground service 

Self-cleaning temperature control fan 

Central pressure measurement

Wet-type multi-disc brake 

Central oil injection 

Convenient Maintenances  

Model 1200 adopts the design of ground 

maintenance and platform service and 

central maintenance points and the 

rotatable structure is adopted for multi-

ple positions of the engine hood to ease 

the maintenances and ensure minimum 

downtime. 

The high reliability multi-functional combination 

instrument equipped accurately monitors the 

running status of the engine and accurately reads 

the malfunctions of engine and transmission via 

CAN bus communication technology. With 

sound-light alarm and indication, the LCD screen 

accurately displays the running status of the 

whole machine. 

The large-spacing radiator is equipped to effectively 

prevent the blockage of radiator under sever condi-

tions. In addition, the fan boasts the reversing 

function to ease the timely cleaning of radiator. 

The pressure measurement ports of the hydraulic system are 

concentrated to ease the checking and maintenance of the 

system. 

The full-enclosed wet-type brake system equipped features low wear and 

maintenance-free. 

The central oil adding system saves the oil adding 

works of the maintenance personnel and improves 

the oil adding efficiency. 

The optional central lubrication is at your choice. 

Through the GPS terminal system, the operation and maintenance situations of the 

machine can be timely and accurately understood and the construction status of the 

machine and the running data of the engine can be mastered. 

GPS system 

Electronic monitoring and sound-light alarm 
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